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Mexico and central america map blank

Many of the credit card offers that appear on the website come from credit card companies where ThePointsGuy.com receive compensation. This compensation may affect how and where products appear on this site (including, for example, the order in which they appear). This site does not include all credit card companies or all available credit card offers.
Please see our advertising policy page for more information. Editorial Note: The opinions expressed herein belong to the author only, not banks, credit card issuers, airlines or hotel networks, and have not been reviewed, approved, or endorsed by any of these entities. Oct 19th, 2020 | Staff Writers Prepare for college before the first day of setting up new
students for success. Starting college can be overwhelming, even for students who have taken college-level classes in the past. Know... America is a mighty great country. It contains a lot of people, and it can be hard to get a sense, sitting in, say, Montana, of what's happening thousands of miles away in Maine. The Real State of America Atlas by Cynthai
Enloe and Joni Seager, released last week, is full of maps and graphs that can help measure some of how we do as a country. For example, how do we drive? Driving is, as you can see, down from last year, due to the recession and high gas prices pinching transportation plans. (Maybe everyone takes their bikes and public transport?) As you can see,
countries with major metropolitan areas tend to have less driving. In Oklahoma, the non-car option is presumably bad enough. This is an interesting contrast between states that drive less and declare fatter. The authors have also included a fruit consumption map that contrasts with this obesity map. It seems that both driving less and eating more fruit could be
associated with less weight. What is potentially most surprising is how many people in Washington, D.C. are eating fruit, beating even California, where many fruits in Washington, DC are likely to originate. It's also bound to play into some stereotypes about New England and the Northeast, given how concentrated fruit consumption is. Make your own
judgment. It's easy to read stories in newspapers about trends and statistics (or just extrapolate from your own anecdotal experiences), but maps like the one in the book are the best way to see how that information really plays out. In a country of this size, there is no way to really know what is going on without looking at dataReprinted by arrangement with
Penguin, a member of Penguin Group (USA) Inc., of THE REAL STATE OF AMERICA ATLAS: Mapping Myths and Truths of the United States by Cynthia Enloe and Joni SeagerCopyright © 2011 by Cynthia Enloe and Joni SeagerMorgan Clendaniel can be reached by email or on Twitter. The 2016 election made many Americans feel, at least philosophically,
philosophically, the distance that separates us is wider than ever. However, spatially, the web that knits us all together gets tighter year after year, as the megaregions in which we live- interconnected city groups - become bigger and closer together. Don't believe me? Just look at this map. It's not just american color-coded megaregions that are different, it
shows exactly how they're connected together. And it's probably fairer to say that increasingly, we're not the U.S. - we're the U.M.A., or the United States megaregions. The concept of megaregion is nothing new. Influential urban planner Sir Patrick Geddes first defined the concept in 1915 - although he calls the region a megalopolis-and there are many
variations on the term. By some definition, everything from Boston to Washington, D.C. is one big megaregion; Another definition might see that the chain of cities is closely connected as comprising five different megaregions, including Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington, D.C. Any way, given the fact that as much as 70% of our
country's population and economy are centered in these cosmopolitan corridors, megaregation is more than just an academic concern - they are a matter of national import. So Garrett Nelson of Dartmouth College and Alasdair Rae of the University of Sheffield began to wonder if there was a more scientific way to define and visualize them. Nelson and Rae
used census data to map 4 million different commuter lines, tracking someone's door to their office - a data point they call nodes. After these paths were plotted, the researchers turned to MIT's Senseable City Lab, which uses algorithms to divide the nation into different megaregions based on the strength of connections between all its nodes. They then limit
themselves to 50 megaregions - roughly one per state, though some states like California have more, and other states like Wyoming don't have - to make visually coherent finished maps. A map of colored candy floss from across the nation is, perhaps, the most visually appealing. But it was a simple black-and-white map, which named all the country's
megaregions, that really made an impression. What this map makes clear is that megaregions typically thrive in some states, and that there are far more plausible ways to divide the state into 50 parts than arbitrary state borders - that is, using the economic and cultural zones that have developed around the city. It makes you wonder how different the outcome
of the last election would have looked if America were divided into megaregions, not states. You can read more about Nelson and Rae's research at Geography skills are important for the citizens of the world to possess. Physical, human, and environmental geography is no longer just a topic of study in they are relevant in many aspects of life and can benefit
anyone who wants to know their place on Earth and the effects they have on it. Skills in this field translate to everyday applications, careers, social life, and overall communication in today's fast-moving society. Whether you're following a world event by watching the news religiously and want to quickly find a little-known region or you just want to keep your
brain sharp by learning something new, geography is a useful subject to learn. You'll find that you're better able to have meaningful conversations about a variety of current topics and events when you can recognize and place many countries outside of your own. But you choose to learn and use geography in your life, start with this blank map. The following
map is a great place to start your exploration of the countries and continents of the world. You will find every inhabited country and continent on at least one of these maps. Many of these include state, provincial, and regional boundaries and which you can use to understand the influence of geographic and geopolitical factors around the world even better.
Review directly on your computer or download and print—practice in any way that's best for you. Start by studying the countries, states, and regions on the map. Once you've lowered this larger area, see if you can place geographical features like mountains, rivers, lakes, and oceans. University of Texas Library, University of Texas at Austin. The United
States is considered a world superpower or one of the most influential countries in the world. The government was officially established in 1776 by settlers who emigrated from England. The United States is an immigrant country, because only Native Americans are truly Native Americans, and this contributes to its very diverse population. The country is often
called melting pot for this reason. Border countries: Canada to the north, Mexico to the southContinent: North American: EnglishOceans: Pacific Ocean to the west, Atlantic Ocean to east, and Gulf of Mexico southcapital: Washington, DC: 50 states, excluding district of Columbia and 14 regionsMajor geographical features: Great Lakes, Appalachian
Mountains, Rocky Mountains, Mississippi River, Great Plains, and Great BasinHighest point: Denali (also called Mount McKinley) at 20,335 feet (6,198 m)Lowest point: Death Valley at -282 feet (-86 m) Golbez / Wikimedia Commons / CC SA 3.0 Like the United States, Canada was originally settled as a colony by the French and British governments. It
became an official country in 1867 and is the second largest country in the world land area (Russia was the first). Border countries: United States nearby: Russia to the west, Greenland to the eastContinent: North AmericanPrimary: Officially bilingual (English and French) although most of the population speaks only English — French is spoken mainly in the
eastern regionsoceans: The Pacific Ocean to the west, the Atlantic Ocean to the east, and the Arctic Ocean to the northcapital: Ottawa, CanadaProvinces: 10 provinces and three regionsMajor geographical features: Rocky Mountains, Laurentian Mountains, Canadian Shield, Arctic, St. Lawrence River, Mackenzie River, Hudson Bay, and Great LakesHighest
point: Mount Logan at 19,545 feet (5,957 m)Lowest point: Atlantic Ocean 0 feet (0 m) Keepcases / Wikimedia Commons / CC SA 3.0 Mexico is the southernmost country of North America and the largest country in Latin America. Its official name is Estados Unidos Mexicanos and the country declared independence from Spain in 1810. Border states: United
States to the north, Guatemala and Belize to the southContinent: North AmericanPrimary: SpainOceans: Pacific Ocean to the west and Gulf of Mexico to the eastCapital: Mexico City, MexicoStates: 31 states and Mexico City (federal district)Main geographical features: Sierra Madre, Central Highlands, Baja Peninsula, Yucatan Peninsula, Yucatan Peninsula,
Gulf of California Yucatan Peninsula, Rio Grande, Lake Chapala, and Lake CuitzeoHighest point: Pico de Orizaba volcano at 18,700 feet (5,700 m)Lowest point: Salada Lagoon at 32 feet (10 m) Cartography Research Laboratory of the University of Alabama Central America is the isthmus that bridges North America and South but technically part of North and
South America but technically part of North and South America but technically part of North and South America but technically part of North and South America but technically part of North and South America but technically part of North and South America but technically part of from North and South America but technically part of North and South America but
technically part of North and South America but technically part of North and South America but technically part of North and South America but technically part of North and South America but technically part of North and South America but it is technically part of North and South America but technically part of North and South America but technically part of
North and South America but technically part of North and South America but technically part of North and South America but technically part of North and South America but technically parts of North and South America This small region—which is only 30 miles from sea to sea at its weakest point in Darién, Panama—consists of seven countries. Seven
Central American countries and their capitals from North to South are: Belize: BelmopanGuatemala: GuatemalaHonduras: TegucigalpaEl Salvador: San SalvadorNicaragua: ManaguaCosta Rica: San JosePanama: Panama City Many islands are scattered throughout the Caribbean Sea which is also considered part of North America. The largest is Cuba,
followed by Hispaniola, home to Haiti and the Dominican Republic. The islands of the Caribbean are divided into two groups: the Bahamas and the Greater and Smaller Antilles. Inside the Lesser Antilles is the Windward Islands. The region has many popular tourist destinations such as Bahamas, Jamaica, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. Stannered /
Wikimedia Commons / CC SA 3.0 South America is the fourth largest continent in the world and home to most Latin American countries. This is where you'll find the Amazon River and rainforests and the Andes Mountains. It is a common misconception that Mexico is part of South America, but this is not the case (Mexico is part of the North American
continent). The continent displays a display of landscapes include high mountains, sweltering deserts and lush forests. La Paz in Bolivia is the highest capital city in the world. There are 12 South American countries and two regions. Ocean: Pacific Ocean to the west and Atlantic Ocean to EastMajor geographical features: Andes Mountains, Angel Falls
(Venezuela), Amazon River, Amazon Rainforest, Atacama Desert, and Lake Titicaca (Peru and Bolivia)Highest point: Aconcagua at 22,841 feet (6,962 meters)Lowest point: Laguna del Carbón about -344 feet (-105 meters) 12 South American countries and their capitals are: Argentina: Buenos AiresBolivia: La PazBrazil: BrasiliaChile: SantiagoColombia:
BogotáEcuador: QuitoGuyana: GeorgetownParaguay: AsunciónPeru: LimaSuriname: ParamariboUruguay: MontevideoVenezuela: Caracas Two regions in South America are: Falkland Islands (Islas Malvinas): StanleyFrench Guiana: Cayenne W! B / Wikimedia Commons / CC SA 3.0 Europe is one of the smallest continents in the world, second only to
Australia. The land is usually divided into four regions: east, west, north, and south. There are more than 40 countries in Europe. Since there is no separation between Europe and Asia, some countries are shared by both continents. These, so-called cross-continental countries, include Kazakhstan, Russia, and Turkey. Oceans: Atlantic Ocean to the west and
Arctic Ocean to the northSeas: Norweigan Sea, North Sea, Celtic Sea, Baltic Sea, Black Sea, Caspian Sea, Mediterranean Sea, Adriatic Sea, Geographical features of the Aegean Sea, Tyrrhenian Sea and Balearic SeaMajor: English Channel, Alps, Ural Mountains and Danube RiverHighest point:s): Mount Elbrus in Russia at 18,510 ft (5,642 m) and Mont
Blanc at the French and Italian borders at 15,781 feet (4,810m)Lowest point: the Caspian Sea in Russia at -72 feet (-22 m) and lemmefjord in Denmark at -23 feet (-7 m) Aight 2009 / Wikimedia Commons / CC SA 3.0 United Kingdom consists of dependent countries of the United Kingdom and Northern Ireland. The United Kingdom includes England, Scotland
and Wales. The UK is an island nation in the far west of Europe and has long been the dominant country in world affairs. Before the Anglo-Irish Treaty of 1921, the whole of Ireland (shaded grey) joined the United Kingdom. Today, the island of Ireland is divided into a much larger Republic of Ireland and a smaller Northern Ireland, with only Northern Ireland
considered part of the United Kingdom. Official name: United Kingdom and Northern IrelandCountries nearby: Ireland, France, Belgium, and the NetherlandsContinent: EuropePrimary: EnglishOceans: Atlantic Ocean to the west, North Sea to the east, English Channel, and Celtic Sea southcapital: London, United KingdomMajor geographical features: River
Thames, Servern River, Tyne and Loch NessHighest lowest point: Ben Nevis in Scotland at a low of 4,406 feet (1,343 m): Fens in England at -13 feet (-4 m) Eric Gaba (Sting)/Wikimedia Commons/CC BY 3.0 France, located in Western Europe, features many famous landmarks such as the Eiffel Tower and has long been considered the cultural center of the
world. As one of the largest and most populous countries in Europe, it deserves its own map. Bordering countries: Spain and Andorra to the south; Belgium, Luxembourg, and Germany in the northeast; Switzerland and Italy to the eastContinent: EuropePrimary Language: FrenchBodies of Water: The Bay of Biscay to the west, the English Channel also to the
west, and the Mediterranean Sea to the southcapital: Paris, FranceRegions: 13 immediate (reduced from 22 in 2015) and four overseas geographical featuresMajor: Rhine River and Pyrenees MountainsHighest point: Mont Blanc at 15,771 feet (4,807 m)Lowest point: Rhone River Delta at -6.5 feet (-2 m) Carnby/Wikimedia Commons/CC BY 3.0 Another
cultural center in the world, Italy famous before even an independent country. It began as the Roman Republic in 510 BC and finally united as an Italian state in 1815. Bordering countries: France to the west, Switzerland and Austria to the north, and Slovenia to the east of the Continent: EuropePrimary: Italian waters: Tyrrhenian Sea to the west, Adriatic Sea to
the west, and Ionian And Mediterranean Sea to the southcapital: Rome, ItalyProvinces: 20 regions containing 110 provinces in totalMajor Dolomite Mountains, Sardinia, bootHighest point-like shape: Mont Blanc at 15,771 feet (4,807 m)Lowest point: The Mediterranean Sea at 0 feet (0 m) Andreas 06/Wikimedia Commons/CC BY 3.0 The second largest
continent, Africa is a diverse land in terms of meteorology, biology, and geography. Africa features everything from the world's harshest deserts to the most lively tropical forests. This large area is home to more than 50 countries. Egypt is the only cross-continental country on the continent, with its land split between Africa and Asia. Ocean: Atlantic Ocean to the
west and Indian Ocean to the eastSeas: Mediterranean Sea, Gulf of Guinea, Red Sea, and Gulf of AdenMajor geographical features: Nile River, African Savanna, Mount Kilimanjaro, and Sahara DesertHighest point: Mount Kilimanjaro in Tanzania at 19,341 feet (5,895 m)Lowest point: Lake Assal in Djibouti at -512 feet (-156 m) Carlos/Wikimedia
Commons/CC BY 3.0 Middle East unlike other continents and countries where it is difficult to define. The region is located where Asia, Africa, and Europe meet and include many Arab countries. The Middle East is used as a cultural and political term that often includes the following countries: ArabiaYemenIsraelOmanKuwaitQatarTurkeyLibyaBahrainUnited
United Arab Emirates Haha169/Wikimedia Commons/CC BY 3.0 Asia is the largest continent in the world in both population and region. It includes vast and largely populated countries such as China, Russia, India, and Japan as well as the rest of Southeast Asia and much of the Middle East. Asia is also home to the islands of Indonesia and the Philippines.
Ocean: Pacific Ocean to the east, Indian Ocean to the south, and Arctic Ocean in the NorthSeas: Barents Sea, Kara Sea, Caspian Sea, Black Sea, Mediterranean Sea, Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal, South China Sea, East China Sea, Sea of Japan, Sea of Okhotsk, East Siberian Sea, and geographical features of Bering SeaMajor: Caucasus Mountains, Indian
Continent, Himalayas, Tien Shan Mountains, Ural Mountains, Deccan Plateau, Tibetan Plateau, Western Siberian Plain, Rub' al Khali Desert, Baikal Lake, Yangtze River, Tigris River, and Euphrates River High Point: Mount Everest in China29 feet (8.8 48 m)— this is the highest point in the worldLowest point: The Dead Sea at -1,369 feet (-417.5 m)
Wlongqi/Wikimedia Commons/CC BY 3.0 China has been a world cultural leader for centuries and its origins date back more than 5,000 years. It is the third largest country in the world by land and the largest by population. Countries bordering: 14 countries in total Continent: AsiaPrimary: Chinese Mandarin Air: Tyrrhenian Sea to the west, Adriatic Sea to the
west, and Ionian Sea and Mediterranean to the southCapital: Beijing, ChinaProvinces: 23 provinces as well as five autonomous regions and four municipalities geographical features: Qinghai Plateau-Tibet, Mount Everest, Yangtze River, Li River, Qinghai Lake, Yellow River, Taishan Mountain and HuashanHighest Point Mountain: Mount Everest in Tibet at
29,035 feet (8,850 m)Lowest Point: Turpan Pendi at --505 feet (-154 m) Yug/Wikimedia/CC BY 3.0 Officially called the Republic of India, this large Asian country is located on the Indian continent, located in the Indian Ocean. India is just behind China as the world's most populous country but is expected to surpass it in a matter of years. Bordering countries:
Bangladesh, Bhutan, and Burma to the east; China and Nepal in the north; Pakistan to the westCountries nearby: Sri LankaContinent: AsiaPrimary language(s): Hindi and EnglishBodies of water: Arabian Sea, Laccadive Sea, Bay of Bengal, and OceanCapital Indies: New Delhi, IndiaStates: 28 states and seven statesMajor geographical features: Himalayan
Mountains, Indus River, Ganges River, Brahmaputra RIver, and Indo-Gangetic PlainHighest point: Kanchenjunga at 28,208 feet (8,598 m)Lowest point: Indian Ocean at 0 feet (0 m) Hellerick/Wikimedia Commons/CC BY 3.0 A nation in the part of the Pacific Ocean, the Philippines consists of 7,107 islands. In 1946, the country became fully independent and is
now officially known as the Republic of the Philippines. Nearby countries: Taiwan and China to the north, Vietnam to the west, and Indonesia to the southContinent: AsiaPrimary: Philippines and English Water bodies: Pacific Ocean, South China Sea, Sulu Sea, and Celebes SeaCapital: Manila, PhilippinesProvinces: 80 provincesMajor geographical features:
Luzon Strait, three geographical regions (Luzon, Visayas, and Mindanao)Highest point: Mount Apo at 9,691 feet (2,954 m)Lowest point: The Philippine Sea 0 feet (0 meters) Golbez/Wikimedia Commons/CC BY 3.0 Australia, nicknamed The Land Down Under, is the smallest continent and largest island in the world. Settled by the British with murky origins,
Australia began claiming its independence in 1942 and sealed a deal with the Australian Act 1986. Nearby countries: Indonesia and Papua New Guinea to the north, New Zealand to the eastContinent: AustraliaPrimary languages: Indian Ocean, Timor Sea, Coral Sea, Tasman Sea, Great Australian Bight, Pacific Ocean, and Southern OceanCapital: Canberra,
AustraliaStates: six states and two regionsMajor geographical features: Great Barrier Reef, Uluru, Snowy Mountains, Mount McClintock, Mount Menzies, Mount Kosciuszko, Murray River, Darling River, Great Victoria Desert and Great Sandy DesertHighest point: Mount McClintock at 11,450 feet (3,490 m)Lowest point: Lake Eyre at -49 feet (-15 m)
Antigoni/Wiki Commons/ CC BY3.0 Just 600 miles off the coast of Australia, New Zealand is one of the largest island nations in the South Pacific Ocean. It consists of two different regions referred to as the North Island and the South Island. These islands are still fighting for independence. Nearest countries: Australia to the westContinent: OceaniaPrimary:
English, Maoris water: Tasman Sea and Pacific OceanCapital: Wellington, New ZealandRegions: 16 regionsMajor geographical features: Ruapehu Mountain, Mount Ngaurahoe, White Island, Tongariro National Park, Aoraki/Mount Cook, Canterbury Plains, and Marlborough SoundsHighest point: Aoraki/Mount Cook at 12,316 ft (3,754 m)Lowest point: Pacific
Ocean at 0 feet (0 m) m)
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